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Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are large protein complexes composed of hundreds of nucleoporins that
mediate nucleocytoplasmic transport of protein and RNA1,2. Despite increasing evidence implicating NPC
dysfunction in neurological diseases3-5, NPC biogenesis and function in neurons remain poorly
understood. This is largely because most studies have been conducted in mitotic cells, in which NPC
assembly is mechanistically distinct from interphase assembly occurring in neurons. NPC abnormalities
are implicated in DYT1 dystonia6, a neurodevelopmental movement disorder caused by a loss-of-function
mutation in torsinA, a AAA+ protein localized to the endoplasmic reticular (ER)/nuclear envelope (NE)
endomembrane space7,8. How torsinA impacts NPC structure and function, and how loss of torsinA
function ultimately cause DYT1 dystonia, remain unknown. In mouse primary neurons, we find a dramatic
upregulation in nuclear pore complex biogenesis during neuronal maturation. In contrast to wild-type
neurons, torsinA-null neurons develop increasingly mislocalized clusters of NPCs. Because traditional,
diffraction-limited microscopy is insufficient to resolve the unique arrangement of NPCs, we used single
molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) to elucidate the nature of mislocalized NPC clusters. The
added resolution enabled us to observe that abnormal clusters of NPCs in torsinA-null neurons comprise
structures with a central pore. This observation indicates that the clusters represent intermediate states of
NPC assembly rather than aggregates of nucleoporins. This finding is in agreement with our previous
observations that abnormal NPC clusters contain early- but not late-recruited NPC components. Together,
our SMLM results support a model in which torsinA function is required for NPC assembly and
organization in developing neurons, potentially impacting nucleocytoplasmic transport and contributing
to DYT1 dystonia. Further, these observations hint at a critical period of accelerated NPC assembly during
neuronal development that is essential for maintenance of neuronal function.
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